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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“Should we just put US citizen on a piece of paper fold it up and put it in a hat, and then write on another piece of paper Mexican, fold it up and also throw that in the hat and pick one.”

— September 2022 email exchange between CDCR Staff at Avenal State Prison and ICE Officers.

“Throughout my incarceration, CDCR informed me I had an active ICE hold. Knowing that caused me so much fear and anxiety throughout the years, believing I would never be able to return home to my family.”

— Ny Nourn, Co-Director of the Asian Prisoner Support Committee and an advocate for other immigrant community members and survivors of domestic violence.

For years, countless immigrant Californians have been calling attention to the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation’s (CDCR) discriminatory practices that assist in U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE) deportation efforts. CDCR staff identify individuals in their custody, whom CDCR assumes to be born outside of the U.S., report them to ICE, and deny them valuable rehabilitation, education, and credit-earning opportunities.

In 2022, the ACLU of Northern California filed a major public records request seeking communications between CDCR and ICE. Over the past several months, the ACLU of Northern California, Asian Americans Advancing Justice-Asian Law Caucus, Asian Prisoner Support Committee, and Root & Rebound have analyzed over 2,500 CDCR records and emails between August and September 2022. Step by step, the team pieced together a more detailed view than ever before into how CDCR voluntarily goes to horrifying lengths to illegally discriminate against Californians born outside the U.S. and against anyone CDCR officers unilaterally perceive or assume to be born outside the U.S.

Dozens of previously unseen emails show how California’s largest public agency is using public resources to operate a system of double punishment that rips apart immigrant and refugee families and communities, in direct conflict with California’s values of equality, fairness, and justice. In their zeal to collude with ICE, CDCR is not only targeting people who have served their time and are set to return home for detention and deportation but is also sweeping up U.S. citizens and Green Card holders, relying on racist assumptions and ignoring their own records.

CDCR’s practices are also increasingly out of step with the rest of California and statewide officials’ own commitments to their constituents. Many counties across California, including Los Angeles, San Joaquin, Santa Cruz, Humboldt, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara, have already stopped facilitating transfers of people to ICE after they have served their time in jail or
prison. Governor Newsom has recently called on California to “be in the homecoming business,” and CDCR Secretary Macomber has stated his intentions to “create a space focused on preparing individuals for successful returns to the community.”

CDCR’s practices raise urgent legal and policy questions and implicate the fundamental rights of numerous Californians in CDCR custody, adding further to the agency’s deeply troubling record of medical abuse and neglect, warehousing of people in long-term solitary confinement, racist and antisemitic social media comments, and forced sterilizations, among other concerning practices.

The human costs of CDCR’s collusion with ICE are severe, as revealed in disturbing email records in the report that follows. By proactively offering people up to ICE, CDCR has engineered a two-tiered system of justice that brings trauma to those in their custody and to their loved ones. The impact of such discriminatory practices is felt widely in California, which is home to the largest immigrant population in the country. In 2021, over a quarter of Californians were foreign-born and almost half of the children in the state had at least one immigrant parent.

In 2023, California lawmakers can take immediate action to hold CDCR accountable to the state’s values and laws. AB 1306 authored by Assemblymember Wendy Carrillo, otherwise known as the HOME Act, harmonizes state immigration policy with existing, broadly-supported criminal justice reforms, ensuring immigrant Californians who earn their release from state prison through these measures are not transferred to ICE. The legislation offers a simple fix to one form of CDCR’s discrimination against immigrants and refugees and takes important strides toward enacting equal treatment for all who call California home.

The emails reviewed by the investigative team and described below are communications from August and September 2022. Despite the narrow timeframe of these records, the records we have received paint a disturbing picture. In just the two months the below communications span, CDCR transferred over 200 people from CDCR facilities to ICE custody.

What follows is a description of the practices that CDCR uses to collude with ICE, and examples of discrimination, indiscretion, resource mismanagement, and anti-immigrant behavior by department staff, as revealed in disturbing email records. We conclude with a summary of the harms caused and the need for legislative action.
CDRC’S DEPORTATION PRACTICES: HOLDS AND NOTIFICATION

CDRC has no obligation under state or federal law to cooperate with ICE at all. Yet, CDRC has concocted a discriminatory and inscrutable classification system to collude with ICE, which begins at intake. While CDRC has released only 2,500 of the roughly 65,000 records related to the ACLU of Northern California’s 2022 public records request, the available emails and documents provide new details about a drawn-out dehumanization process that starts early on in the CDRC-to-ICE pipeline.

CDRC claims to value rehabilitation, yet their policies ensure that individuals are denied opportunities and their constitutional rights, often based on little more than a CDRC official’s perception of where they were born. As a result, CDRC operates a dual system of “justice” by creating two tiers of access to programming: one for those whom CDRC officials believe were born in the United States, and a second, more difficult tier for immigrants and those whom CDRC officials perceive to be immigrants.

**Potential Holds: CDRC’s Invented and Formalized Discrimination Tactic**

At intake, a CDRC official’s mere assumption that someone may be foreign-born triggers an internal CDRC designation called a “Potential Hold.” A Potential Hold has no meaning in the federal immigration context — it is a label invented entirely by CDRC with no direction from ICE.

Yet, despite its arbitrary nature, individuals designated with CDRC’s Potential Holds face serious consequences. Once marked, they are barred from lower security custody placements, certain jobs, reentry programming, and more. CDRC also shares lists of individuals with Potential Holds with ICE, and puts together “ICE packets” of background information and criminal records about those individuals for ICE.

Individuals in custody have almost no recourse once a Potential Hold is placed. They are instructed by CDRC officials to wait until ICE makes a final determination as to whether it wants to arrest them upon their release from CDRC custody. However, because Potential Holds are entirely created by CDRC, ICE has no incentive to investigate individual cases until close to the date of release when ICE needs to arrange a pickup for transfer. Often, ICE does not begin investigating until 30 days from the individual’s release, meaning many people are stuck in limbo without access to basic programming for months, or even years.

**Actual Holds: From CDRC to ICE Custody**

If ICE decides to investigate a person in CDRC custody and believes them to be subject to deportation, then ICE issues an “Actual Hold,” which indicates ICE’s intent to assume custody of the person after their release. Under an Actual Hold, people are again barred from rehabilitative programming, certain jobs, and lower security custody placements while in CDRC custody. Restrictions on access to programming based on Potential and Actual Holds and referral to ICE have a substantive, adverse impact on the individual’s daily life, health, and morale.

It is worth noting that an investigation by ICE does not constitute absolute proof that an individual is subject to deportation. In fact, the AAAJ-ALC and the ACLU of Northern California settled a lawsuit with ICE just last year for the unlawful arrest and detention of a U.S. citizen. That U.S. citizen had been referred to ICE by CDRC.
THE COST OF COLLUSION: DISCRIMINATION, RESOURCE MISMANAGEMENT, AND BETRAYAL OF CALIFORNIA VALUES

“They may as well take the ‘R’ out of ‘CDCR.’”
— T.R., mother of a U.S. citizen who was subject to a Potential Hold in CDCR custody

CDCR Staff Pursue Unjustified ICE Transfers in Spite of Their Own Records

Among hundreds of emails between CDCR and ICE, numerous records reveal how CDCR staff push people into the ICE detention and deportation pipeline, even when their own records show that person is shielded from deportation or is a U.S. citizen.

In one disquieting instance, a Case Record Technician at Avenal State Prison referred an individual to ICE whose CDCR records and record of arrest and prosecutions both indicated that he was born in California. Unconvinced by CDCR’s own records, the Case Record Technician treated the situation as a joke. In an email to ICE agents, the technician asked, “should we put US citizen on a piece of paper fold it up and put it in a hat, and then write on another piece of paper Mexican, fold it up and also throw that in the hat and pick one.”

CDCR Staff Flag People for ICE Based on Racist Assumptions — and ICE Itself Questions CDCR Practices

CDCR facilities also regularly send lists to ICE of people they believe may be subject to deportation, even when their records indicate otherwise. In one such instance, a Supervising Case Records Technician at California Correctional Center sent an “ICE List” to ICE in which 12 of the individuals had their place of birth listed as the United States.

CDCR provides no reason why it makes these referrals. While names in this document have been redacted to protect the privacy of the individuals referred, the ACLU of Northern California has reviewed an unredacted list, which revealed that most people whose place of birth is listed as United States that are nonetheless referred to ICE have non-Anglo-Saxon names.

Another email, sent by a Correctional Case Records Supervisor to ICE ten days before an individual was scheduled to be released, illustrates that CDCR staff
members question people’s citizenship based on how well they speak English. The supervisor wrote: “…his RAP sheet indicates he was born in California. He was not; he was born in Mexico.” When the ICE Officer asked why she believed the individual is not a citizen, the Case Records Supervisor said, “I was tipped off while reviewing his parole audit, as the PSA’s [Parole Service Associate] indicated on his parole conditions that he doesn’t speak English.” See Appendix A.

Throughout the hundreds of emails reviewed, ICE regularly sends back Detainer Summary forms (Form CDC 850 A) to CDCR indicating that the individual referred by CDCR cannot be deported. See Appendix B.

In one email, even an ICE Officer was perplexed by CDCR’s aggressive and unnecessary referral of an individual, stating: “Not sure why he was flagged since his rap sheet has him being born in California and no other country.”

Figure 2. (left) Email from a CDCR Supervising Case Records Technician at California Correctional Center to ICE. In August and September 2022, California Correctional Center transferred four people to ICE.

Figure 3. (above) Email Exchange Between a CDCR Correctional Counselor and an ICE Deportation Officer.

Sources: CDCR, as provided to the ACLU of Northern California
CDCR’S OVERZEALOUS DRIVE TO DEPORT CALIFORNIANS

Without prompting from ICE, CDCR will ask the federal agency if they would like to place a hold on an individual. If ICE does not respond, CDCR staff will repeatedly follow up with ICE. In one email exchange over the course of 10 days, a CDCR Case Records Technician sent at least three emails urging ICE to detain an individual before their release date. See Appendix C. Furthermore, CDCR will often detain an individual beyond their release date to provide ICE additional time to detain that person. See Appendix D.

Records reveal that CDCR will also warn ICE if someone is eligible for resentencing and that their release date may change. See Appendix E. In other instances, CDCR will work quickly to update ICE and arrange an interview if an individual’s parole date changes, even if the new parole date is in the past. See Appendix F.

In another instance, an individual’s sentence was recalculated, and he was “overdue to be released.” Instead of releasing this individual, CDCR swiftly contacted ICE to arrange a weekend pickup. See Appendix G.

Email records also show how CDCR expends significant staff time and state resources to push people into ICE detention and deportation.

- Some facilities have staff designated to the “ICE Desk,” whose entire job is to facilitate the referral, detention, and deportation of state residents in CDCR custody.
- In one situation, when ICE emailed that they required a medical summary and negative COVID-19 test, CDCR copied an additional 14 CDCR staff members to address the request. See Appendix G.
- When referring individuals, CDCR staff also frequently put together “ICE packets,” which require staff to pull together various documents in files that regularly run upwards of 30 pages. Despite the labor required to pull together so many files and documents, CDCR consistently creates and sends ICE packets for individuals that their own records indicate cannot be deported.

For most people in CDCR custody, resentencing or a parole date moving up is cause for celebration, bringing them closer to reunification with their loved ones. However, for people who are born outside the U.S. and for those whom CDCR staff perceive to be born outside the U.S., these moments are only an acceleration of the agency’s quest to facilitate their transfers to ICE.
 CDCR GIVES ICE POWER OVER DECISIONS WITHIN CDCR’S SCOPE OF AUTHORITY

In other instances, CDCR abdicates its own responsibilities despite being the state agency charged with managing corrections and rehabilitation. In one email, a Case Records Technician asked ICE for a Detainer Summary on an individual due to be released the next day because the CDCR Classification & Parole Representative “will not sign off parole unless the 850A is in [their] hands.” See Appendix H. CDCR therefore allows ICE to be the ultimate arbiter on parole decisions, which fall squarely within CDCR’s core departmental duties.

Furthermore, although Potential Holds are entirely a CDCR creation, CDCR staff wait for ICE’s authorization to clear such holds, even when all evidence indicates that the individual is not deportable.

While CDCR is largely exempt from much of California’s pro-immigrant legislation, Government Code section 7284.10 explicitly circumscribes CDCR’s collaboration with ICE. Section 7284.10(a)(1) requires CDCR to obtain written, informed consent from individuals in custody before scheduling an interview with ICE and emphasizes that such interviews are completely voluntary. However, communications between CDCR and ICE reveal that even when an individual declines an ICE interview, CDCR will still ask ICE if they want to conduct an interview. See Appendix I.
CONCLUSION

CDCR acts with impunity to help ICE detain community members who have been ordered released by a court, or otherwise gained the right to return to their communities. The records received thus far make clear that this is not the case of a single bad actor or even a single problematic facility: CDCR systematically discriminates against actual and perceived immigrants. The enormous amount of staff time and state resources CDCR uses to maintain these dual systems of incarceration sends a clear message to all Californians: CDCR believes immigrants to be less deserving of opportunities for rehabilitation and a safe return to their families.

The racial biases that pervade the criminal legal system are well documented. The policies and practices described above make clear that CDCR only doubles down on perpetuating harm to racial and ethnic minorities by facilitating a system of double punishment for those who do not seem “American enough” to CDCR officials. These discriminatory assumptions have permanent consequences for thousands of Californians, whose families are ripped apart by immigration detention and deportation. Without addressing the exemptions for CDCR in California’s pro-immigrant legislation, our largest state agency will continue to spread terror and harm throughout local communities.
The passage of laws like the TRUST, TRUTH, and Values Acts have affirmed California’s values of equality, fairness, and justice and taken steps to enact due process protections for everyone. In the last several years, these laws have helped counties across the state disentangle from ICE and provide assurance that local resources will not be used to double punish community members because of where they were born.

However, homecoming for thousands of immigrants and refugees who have completed their sentences, had charges dropped, or earned parole remains elusive as long as CDCR continues its unconstitutional and discriminatory practices and voluntarily chooses to push Californians into ICE detention. The California Legislature has the power to enact and implement legislation to protect our immigrant communities and their loved ones.

**The California Legislature**

To hold CDCR accountable to California’s values and laws, the state legislature should pass AB 1306, authored by Assemblymember Wendy Carrillo. Otherwise known as the HOME Act (Harmonizing Our Measures for Equality), the bill aligns state immigration policy with broadly-supported, existing criminal justice reforms that have already been enacted into law. These laws are reducing mass incarceration and addressing racism in our legal systems.

Through AB 1306 community members who have earned release under these existing reforms would be able to return back home, reunite with their families, and rebuild their lives.
Appendices

Appendix A — CDCR Relies on Discriminatory Assumptions About U.S. Citizenship.

In these emails, a Correctional Case Records Supervisor at San Quentin State Prison referred an individual to ICE ten days before his release date, even though his file said he was a U.S. citizen. The supervisor became suspicious of his claim to citizenship when they learned that he did not speak English. In August and September 2022, San Quentin State Prison transferred seven people to ICE.
Appendix B — CDCR Refers People Who Their Own Records Indicate Are U.S. Citizens.

These communications, between a Case Record Technician at Calipatria State Prison and ICE, provide an example of CDCR’s overzealous and arbitrary ICE collaboration practices. This referral expended state official time, and therefore taxpayer money, only to have ICE confirm what CDCR’s own records already indicated: that the individual was not deportable. In August and September 2022, Calipatria State Prison transferred three people to ICE.
Appendix C — CDCR Proactively Follows Up With ICE and Warns Them of Upcoming Release Dates.

These emails from a Case Records Technician at Sierra Conservation Center show that CDCR repeatedly follows up with ICE to ask if they would like to place a detainer on an individual with increasing frequency until their release date. In August and September 2022, Sierra Conservation Center transferred six people to ICE.
Appendix D — CDCR Holds People Past Their Release Date to Verify if ICE Will Detain Them.

This email from a Correctional Case Records Administrator to ICE reveals that CDCR will hold individuals that are "overdue to be released" to determine whether they are wanted by ICE.

From: [Redacted]@CdcR
Sent: Mon, 8 Aug 2022 21:16:49 +0000
To: [Redacted]@ice.dhs.gov
Subject: CDCR inmate inquiry
Importance: High

Good afternoon,

I am inquiring on an inmate that is overdue to be released to verify if he is wanted by ICE. The inmate was born in Mexico. Please see identifying information below.

[Redacted]

Thank you.

CCRA
1176 (d) Unit
[Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov
[Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov

Appendix E — CDCR Informs ICE When Someone May Be Resentenced.

This email from a Case Records Technician to ICE reveals that CDCR will inform ICE of an individual’s possible resentencing to ensure that they are transferred to ICE. It includes over a dozen CDCR staff members. In August and September 2022, Valley State Prison transferred six people to ICE.

From: [Redacted]@CdcR
Sent: Wed, 31 Aug 2022 22:09:02 +0000
To: [Redacted]@ice.dhs.gov; [Redacted]@ice.dhs.gov; [Redacted]@ice.dhs.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov
CC: [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov; [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov
Subject: RESENTENCE / INS DETAINER / POSSIBLE

Good afternoon

Our inmate [Redacted] has an active detainer with INS [Redacted] that was issued back in [Redacted]. Would you please send us an updated one? His EPORD is not until Dec 2025, but will be going to court on [Redacted] 2022 for his current case and could possibly be resentenced. If and when this happens we’d only have a few days to parole him. I wanted to get this out of the way in case I need to arrange pick up after he goes to court. Attached is your detainer for your convenience.

NAME: [Redacted]
DOB: [Redacted]
FBI: [Redacted]
EPORD: [Redacted] - POSSIBLE RESENTENCE ON COURT DATE [Redacted], 2022

Let me know if you need any further information.

State of California
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation

[Redacted]
Case Records Technician
Valley State Prison
P.O. Box 93
21833 Ave 24
 Chowchilla CA 93610-0099
Phone: [Redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov
Appendix F — CDCR Works Quickly to Inform ICE of Updated Parole Dates, Even When the Parole Date Has Passed.

This email from a Correctional Case Records Supervisor to CDCR staff reveals that CDCR works quickly to inform ICE of updated parole dates, even when the parole date has passed. In August and September 2022, High Desert State Prison transferred one person to ICE.

From: [redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2022 3:00 PM
To: [redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov, [redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov
Cc: [redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov, [redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov
Subject: [redacted]@cdcr.ca.gov

Good Afternoon,

The above inmate received amended court documents and his date is now in the past, you won’t see that yet as we need to get him interviewed by ICE in a hurry as we are hoping to release him next week on 09/20/2022. Could you please advise ICE agent of his imminent release date?

Thank You,

Correctional Case Records Supervisor
High Desert State Prison
P.O. Box 750
Susanville, CA 96127-0750
Appendix G — Even When an Individual is “Overdue to Be Released,” CDCR Devotes Significant Staff Resources to Notify ICE and Facilitate Transfer.

These emails between Correctional Case Records staff at California City Correctional Facility and ICE reveal that even when an individual is overdue to be released, CDCR will prioritize substantial staff resources to facilitate transfer to ICE. In August and September 2022, California City Correctional Facility transferred twenty people to ICE.

Appendix H — CDCR Abdicates Authority Over Corrections and Rehabilitation Decisions to ICE.

This email from a Case Records Technician at the Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility shows that CDCR waits for authorization from ICE to sign off on parole for individuals they suspect of being foreign-born. In August and September 2022, the Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility transferred three people to ICE.
Appendix I — CDCR Violates the Law to Collude With ICE.

This email, from a Case Records Technician at Chuckwalla Valley State Prison to an ICE Officer, shows that CDCR officials will ignore an individual’s refusal to speak with ICE and attempt to schedule an interview in violation of Government Code Section 7284.10(a)(1).17 In August and September 2022, Chuckwalla Valley State Prison transferred nine people to ICE.
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13. CDCR may argue that Penal Code § 5025 or § 5026 creates such an obligation. However, Penal Code § 5025 was amended in September 1994 by S.B. 1878 to “delete the requirement that [CDCR] refer to the INS the name and location of any inmate who may be an undocumented [person] and who may be subject to deportation . . . .” Meanwhile, Penal Code § 5026 creates obligations on CDCR if and only if CDCR chooses to host immigration court hearings at CDCR facilities through the federal Institutional Hearing Program (IHP). CDCR does not currently participate in IHP.

15 Cal. Gov’t Code §7284.10(a) reads, in relevant part: “(a) The Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall: (1) In advance of any interview between the United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and an individual in department custody regarding civil immigration violations, provide the individual with a written consent form that explains the purpose of the interview, that the interview is voluntary, and that he or she may decline to be interviewed or may choose to be interviewed only with his or her attorney present. The written consent form shall be available in English, Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog, Vietnamese, and Korean.”

16 INS refers to the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, which in 2002 was split into ICE, Customs and Border Patrol, and U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. Several CDCR regulations and staff continue to use “INS” to refer to ICE.

17 See supra note 15.
Good Afternoon,

The above inmate received amended court documents and that yet as we need to get him interviewed by ICE in a hurry on 09/20/2022. Could you please advise ICE agent of his intake date.

Thank You,

 Correctional Case Records Supervisor
 High Desert State Prison
 P.O. Box 750
 Susanville, CA 96127-0750

Hello ICE Agents,
could you guys tell us (me) if this inmate has ever been deported, DOB: , CII: FII: his social factors say he is a US citizen, his rap says California so can you tell me the real identity of this inmate. ☺ or should we just put US citizen on a piece of paper fold it up and put it in a hat, and then write on another piece of paper Mexican, fold it up and also throw that in the hat and pick one. What do you think. ☺☺ I will wait for a response before doing that.

Thank you,